
 Introduction:�The abundance of ferric iron on the�
Martian surface can be accounted for by two methods of�
production; photolysis of water molecules via solar ultravio-�
let light, releasing hydrogen and oxidising iron, and,  the�
residual effects of the addition of biogenic redox products.�
We can estimate the amount of Fe�3+� created by photodissoci-�
ated oxygen by observing the primordial and current redox�
states of Mars. This is conducted via calculating the oxygen�
fugacity of selected SNC meteorites and estimating the total�
mass of ferric oxide deposits, respectively. Ferric phase ex-�
tents on the surface are observable through Mars Global�
Surveyors Thermal Emission Spectrometer dataset. Indica-�
tions of the oxidation state of surface environments are sup-�
plemented by results from the MERs and Pathfinder. The�
volume and content of deep oxidised deposits difficult to�
ascertain, however this is probably closely linked with the�
sub-surface water content (deducible from the relatively new�
MARSIS data) and the mechanisms by which ice forms in the�
regolith [5, 8].�Upon calculation of the created Fe�3+� we con-�
sider the  total oxygen and water inventory of Mars in rego-�
lith, polar caps and, in further research, pre-oxidised ferric�
iron bearing deposits. By this we hope to place limits on, by�
observing their redox products, the likely types, extent and�
activity levels of early Martian biotic systems. This will help�
clarify the feasibility and likelihood of the existence of early�
life on Mars.�
 Oxygen Fugacity of SNC Meteorites:�Electron�
microprobe data of co-existing Fe-Ti oxides was measured in�
Dar Al Gani 476, EETA79001 A, Nakhla and Zagami. Prior�
estimates of fO�2� and�T�  by [4] were used in conjunction with�
the Shergottites measured values of Fe�3+�/�S�Fe in order to�
calculate log(fO�2�) using QUIlF or a fugacity curve using a�
reformulation of a similar program originally written for�
Mathematica, ‘OxideEq.m’.�
 Application of QUILF and OxideEq:�Oxygen fu-�
gacity was calculated using two models; the QUILF program�
of [9] and a conversion to Matlab of the OxideEq model by�
Dreher (2001). Neither model requires silicates to be present�
in order to calculate fO�2� or the crystallisation temperature,�T�.�
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oxygen fugacity values for each meteorite, calculated by [4],�
we find temperatures which lie closer to expected basalt�
solidus temperatures than predicted by the models of [6, 9].�
We also find each meteorites range of temperature for any�
reasonable oxygen fugacity (i.e. -4  to -0.5 dFMQ) to be�
surprisingly narrow. This model could proportionately but�
not absolutely represent the�T�- fO�2� relationship well. Nakhla�
is thought to have crystallised under more oxidising and�
perhaps cooler conditions. The initial results from the refor-�
mulated Dreher model agree well with this, showing distinct�
Nahklite-Shergottite temperature separation. We will con-�
tinue work on this model and suggest further refinement in�
FeO recasting methods (see [3]), as well as incorporating a�
geothermometry routine, which calculates�T� independently�
of fO�2�.�

Using Spinel and Ilmenite weight percent data from Dar Al�
Gani 476 we found an oxygen fugacity of -2.1 relative to the�
FMQ buffer, suggesting less oxidising conditions than previ-�
ous estimates. We found a crystallisation temperature of�
680K. We compared these values with studies by [4], which�
contrast the applicability of the models of [9] and [6] to SNC�
fO�2� calculations. Our temperature agrees well with  the Ca-�
QUIlF model. The significant differences in predicted tem-�
perature between the two models is due to consideration of�
minor-element substitution (which is widespread in Dar Al�
Gani 476) in the model of Ghiorso-Sack.  It was noted by [3]�
that the Ghiorso-Sack model was more appropriate for oxy-�
gen fugacity calculations of Dar Al Gani 476, thus the actual�
fO�2� is more likely to lie close to -1.5 dFMQ. Using calculated�
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Atmospheric O & H loss:� Extrapolating Martian atmos-�
pheric models to primordial epochs bears a risk of inaccura-�
cy, as early catastrophic  solar system events, of which we�
have little knowledge, could have large effects on e.g. H�2�O�
atmospheric saturation and, hence, O and H loss rates [4].�
Nevertheless, integrating the solar EUV evolution model of�
[11] across a time series has resulted in an estimated total loss�
of 2x10�44�oxygen�atoms from Mars’ atmosphere, which repre-�
sents a global water coverage  of 50m [4].�

Insights from MARSIS:� Data recently obtained�
from the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Iono-�
spheric Sounding (MARSIS), aboard Mars Express, has iden-�
tified the expected reflection from the Northern Polar cap�
surface as well as a second reflection from a secondary�
interface at�³� 1km. This diverges from the surface reflection�
at the edge of the polar cap and  is thought to represent the�
transition between almost pure water ice and underlying�
basaltic regolith. Buried impact basins, with no topographic�
evidence, have also been discovered through imaging of�
shallow (1.5-2.5km) parabolic arcs which most likely repre-�
sent the floor of the basin. It has been speculated that these�
are filled with an H�2�O-rich regolith. This could have been�
aqueously charged in two ways; Firstly, water could have�
been deposited onto the basin floor prior to the basin being�
infilled by some volcanic deposit. This could imply the basins�
formation during a more aqueous Martian epoch. Alternately�
if the basin was hydrously charged post-infill the ice diffusion�
mechanisms used in the model of [5] could be extended to�
greater depths and the abundance of ice at depths exceeding�
1km should be reconsidered. These findings could have large�
implications for Mars’ total water inventory and, hence, it’s�
oxygen balance.�

Water-Ice Content of the Regolith:� Estimates of�
the water-ice content of the Martian regolith have shown that�
through cavity formation on the metre to millimetre scale,�
massive ice can be formed. Large cracks could open by�
regional lithospheric tensions; the Martian obliquity cycle�
alone causes tensions of 1.5MPa [2]. Smaller cracks could�
open due to differences in the thermal expansion coefficient�
caused by compositional heterogeneity in regolith/�
permafrost. [2] calculated that areas of terrain softening cover�
30x10�6�km of the Martian surface. Recent studies have shown�
that in areas where topographic relaxation is observed a lower�
limit for the regolith water-ice content must lie be�³�28% [5].�
Terrain softening and rock glaciers are well developed be-�
tween 35-60° latitude [5]. Fluidized ejecta blankets are�
present planet-wide and studies of equatorial outflow chan-�
nels by [1, 2] suggest that water is globally present in the�
sub-surface down to at least 1000m. Initial results from�
MARSIS are ambiguous and difficult to decipher, but could�
show good prospects for storage of water ice deeper than 1km�
(assuming 40% surface rock porosity suggested by [8]). More�
detailed results should arise from Mars Reconnaissance Or-�
biters’ similar instrument, SHARAD. This will enable us to�
further constrain the upper limit on sub-surface water ice.�
Currently, we find the sub-surface ice content to represent a�
global water level of between 125 and 200m.�

Implications for Life:� Organisms which could have�
existed on primordial Mars in the epoch 3.5 - 4.5Ga,  could�
take the form of autotrophs , perhaps operating on sulphate�
reactions, thriving in aqueous environments in close proxim-�
ity to volcanically active regions. If their existence was per-�
sistent on Mars for any significant length of time, the effect�
on the Martian oxygen balance and hence Fe�3+�/Fe�2+� ratio�
should be observable. If population levels were large enough,�
the relation between the extent and magnitude of their activity�
and current oxygen balance should still pertain.�

Summary:�The disparity of the Fe�3+/2+� ratio, oxygen�
balance and aqueous inventory from primordial to current�
state can be numerically correlated to any redox products�
from possible early life forms on Mars which have since�
become extinct or extant. We will pursue further studies, the�
results of which will be available by 03/2006, in order to�
refine our values and place constraints on the possible abun-�
dances and types of early Martian life.�
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